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About This Content

Explore the inner workings of deserted factories in search of data cassettes that contain boundless virtual worlds. Collect more
tapes and explore more worlds and you'll soon discover new methods of traversal and control that will take you farther than

you'd ever expect.

Track List:
1 - Square
2 - Forest
3 - Road
4 - Coast

5 - Triangle
6 - Arboretum

7 - Field
8 - Stream

9 - Hexagon
10 - Cave
11 - Train

12 - Orientation
13 - Circle

14 - Ice
15 - Tundra

16 - Mountain
17 - Vertical
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18 - Alpha
19 - Beta

20 - Gamma
21 - Rewind
22 - Credits

23 - Announce
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Fire Face Corporation, Adult Swim Games
Release Date: 8 Nov, 2016
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64bit

Processor: 2 ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce GTX 275 series or higher

Storage: 400 MB available space
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small radios big televisions soundtrack

NOT Hard game at all. not addicting at all, only option for multiplayer is LAN game is straight forward, no brains required to
learn to play. no learning curve.
My first match on normal against 2 Normal DIff AI, i won i 15min, this game is a joke.. this game was a great expirence for
me, i ussually don't play these kinds of bullet-hell games but this one peaked my intrests and the more i played the more i got
sucked in. the difficulty is more rewarding than anything after you finally clear that one boss or stage you get this incredibly
satisfying felling as if youve done a moajor feat but theres always more to come. i've played this game for nine hours and finally
maneged to just barley beat it on the normal difficulty but that moment was satisfying enough to play again waould very much
recommend to anyone looking for a rewarding yet challinging bullet hell. Fun Qix Clone!
Definitely easier than Fortrix.. If you are interested in the story of Batman : Arkham Origins, I recommend you skip the pass
and go straight to buying Cold Cold Heart. If you are a completionist, enjoy multiplayer or like having as many skins as
possible, then it is worth the money. The Season pass does not cover the Black Mask Challenge Pack or the Online Supply
Drops 1 and 2.

You can't help feeling that more DLC was planned but they didn't generate enough revenue from the sales, or couldn't be
bothered to keep going. From my region view of the store, the pass costs $20 for $25 worth of content unlike season passes for
other games which give you more bang for your buck. You might be better off waiting for a GOTY edition or just buying the
DLC you want.. Waste of time... Very cool, gives you a taste of what VR movies could be. Please, if you are complaining of
poor quality, pause the game, go to the quality options on the far left of the little menu, hit the trigger till it is at the quality
desired, and there you have it.

Honestly, looking forward to the next episode.. Sounds Great!

P.S. I got it for free. (Though I can't remember when.). where is the licence key for the ferry dlc
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10\/10 would dance on top of Jason again.. Pretty good for a demo. I like where this is heading. The magic was particularly
innovative. The horse riding is also a novel idea - but it made me feel the most sick any VR game has (I found keeping in a
straight line helped).

Like others have said, this does need some work. The graphics are blurry at a distance and there is clipping around buildings.
Teleporting also seemed hit and miss.. Interesting concept, bad execution.

Bad UI, several bad design choices (why do I exit levels after I beat them and they have to replay them :| ). The game is slightly
repetitive and grindy, and quite slow. Game would be better if it had a bit higher pace, less of a grind.

Worst though is the crash bugs. Don't play fullscreen, but even in windowed, the game crashes occationally. Very frustrating..
Yet another game in which working with the unresponsive controls is more challenging than the puzzles.

Edit: There are 2 spots in the game where the controls are a problem, not as bad overall as I had originally thought. On the other
hand, I beat the game and only got the achievements for 2 out of the 15 levels.

I suggest quitting the game each time you beat a level, this appears to trigger the achievements.. The game is not bad, it's pretty
much a "meh" puzzle adventure.

The puzzles weren't blatantly easy, which is always a plus, but the biggest challenge didn't seem to come from figuring the
puzzles out, but in the mechanics to interact with the puzzles. If a puzzle took me a bit to get it was because the mouse controls
didn't respond properly.

The biggest negative to the game, however, is that there is no ending. When you finish the last puzzle you are just sent to the
main menu screen with a "Thanks for playing" message. I know these kinds of games are short, but there should at least be a
small payoff for beating the game.. Game felt kind of annoying to play. Awful on kb+m and just as bad on controller. Graphics
are decent at least.
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